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SUMMARY
WILLIAMS-SONOMA: Navigating Navigation

A legacy kitchenaid specialties and homeware store, Williams-Sonoma offers its loyal customer 
base a plethora of options when considering unique products, quality brands, and the overall 
shopping experience. This is well reflected each time you visit one of Williams-Sonoma’s 
brick-and-mortars as it is when visiting their e-commerce store, williams-sonoma.com.

Due to the elaborate inventory and product offerings, both in-store and online, many of 
our inquiries and user testimonies unveiled to us the many pain-points, like comparing products 
and finding shipping quotes, they experience while attempting to navigate their favorite brand, 
Williams-Sonoma, while also detering would-be-customers. The solution? 
A consolidated navigation experience and direct, inline shipping 
quote capabilities to better serve the customer experience.



RESEARCH



RESEARCH
Through extensive research practices, including 

7 contextual inquiries, both in-store and online, a 

screener survey which lead to 

5 qualified user participants from a pool of 

more than 37 respondents, the use of various industry 

metrics, such as heuristic analysis, card-sorting and 
comparative/competitive analysis, we were able to better define our 
user and their pain-points.



FRAMING THE
PROBLEM



PROBLEM STATEMENT
While Williams-Sonoma customers are loyal, they are often overwhelmed 
with their shopping experience. Specifically, online shoppers have trouble 
finding simple information like the cost to ship an item when ordering online. 

How might we help online customers easily find shipping 
estimates for their virtual shopping cart?

I believe that by consolidating navigation and creating a call-to-action for users 
to estimate shipping cost we ease user frustrations. We will know this to be 

true when users spend less time on these tasks. 

“Can  f i l   na te - it  h u n .”
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WIREFRAMES



ORIGINAL vs. REVISED
Consolidated navigation into one global 
nav-bar for a more visually streamlined 
look and functional aparatis.

Adapted an inline link for a more 
direct route to estimate shipping 
fees.

ORIGINAL

REVISED



ITERATION 1
Popup prompts user to 
enter their zip code

“Get Estimate” CTA 
populates delivery 
options once clicked.

“Shipping Info. & 
Rates Chart” is 
accessible as well.

“Estimate Shipping” CTA

Once delivery 
suggestions are 
populated, users are 
able to choose their 
best option and apply 
it to their item - 
though, all fees and 
taxes would be 
finalized at checkout. 



ITERATION 2

Incorporated color 
in-line with branding to 
establish hierarchy 
and highlight important 
information.

Moved “Estimate 
Shipping” to better 
reflect its relationship 
with “Ship This Item”.

Use of bold text helps 
to better illustrate 
related items and 
formulates hierarchy.

Further simplification 
of global nav. and 
moved the search-bar 
inline with it helps to 
streamline and reduce 
visual clutter.



RESPONSIVE MOBILE

“Estimate Shipping” uses 
same format as “Find Store”

“Estimate Shipping is 
added to product page.

Use of bold text highlights 
related items like with desktop



PROTOTYPE
LINK: https://invis.io/N9H8JNKARPJ

https://invis.io/N9H8JNKARPJ


NEXT STEPS
● Continue with usability testing and to 

flush out any hiccups

● Iterate a high-fidelity prototype

● Dive deeper into global navigation 
structure and consider further feature 
prioritization of primary site
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SITEMAP REVISED



TASK SCENARIOS
SCENARIOS

Glenda likes to entertain frequently, and tries to impress her guests with interesting dishes. Presentation of her 
space and the platters she is serving is just as important as how the food tastes to her. She enjoys the “wow” 
moment of when she serves her friends something new.

TASK SCENARIO

You’re hosting your first brunch with close friends later this spring at your apartment. You need just one more 
serving platter to accommodate all the pastry and quiche you plans to make. You already favorited and added a 
Blue Platter to your cart at Williams-Sonoma.com, but want the item shipped to your apartment. 

TASK 1

From the Blue Platter product page, find an estimate for shipping cost to have the item delivered to your 
apartment.


